Del Maguey Single Village Mezcal
®

Founded in 1995, Del Maguey Single Village® Mezcal introduced the world to previously unavailable artisanal
mezcal. Through deep cultural relationships with indigenous producers in Oaxaca and Puebla, Mexico, Del
Maguey protects and preserves the ancient production processes that have been passed down generationally for
hundreds of years. These traditional methods, combined with the diverse micro-climates and terroir of Mexico,
give each expression a unique, complex character that celebrates the art of the family producer.

Tobala
The Tobala maguey is found growing naturally only in the highest
altitude canyons in the shade of oak trees like truffles. Tobala’s form is
different than the maguey Espadin (sword) or maguey Azul (blue). It is
smaller and broader leafed. It takes about eight piñas (agave hearts) to
equal one piña from either of the more commonly propagated and cultivated Magueys. Our Tobala has a sweet, fruity nose, with a mango and
cinnamon taste and long, extra smooth finish. The pueblo is surrounded
by a mountainous, tropical microclimate. We keep our production limited, to not mess with nature and to continue with the traditional way…
being very careful to never over harvest the Tobala and allow mother
nature to do her job.
“This is one of the great connoisseur’s drinks of the world, in any category.
Produced from wild agaves harvested at high altitude, it is a seductively
dislocating, subtly knit but extreme stream of sensory information.”
– Forbes Life

Production Notes:
State: Oaxaca
Region: Sierra Norte
Maguey: Tobala
Agave Species: Potatorum
Age of Maguey: 10-15 years
Elevation: 5577 feet (1700 meters)
Roast Duration: 30 days
Type of Wood: Oak
Milling: Wheel, Horse
Size of Tinas: 1400 L
Fermentation Duration: 6-8 days
Water Source: Spring
Still Type: Copper
Still Size: 350 L
Vol Ordinario per Tina: 100-220 L
ABV of Mezcal: 45%
Vol Mezcal Produced per tina: 80-100 L
A Commitment to Sustainable & Fair Trade Traditional Practices for over Twenty Years
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